ADDENDUM #2 to the University of Florida Invitation to Bid ITN18RL-111 Stadium Wireless Network WI_FI system scheduled to open on January 10th, 2018 at 3:00 PM EST at the University of Florida, Elmore Hall Conference Room, Radio Road, Gainesville, Florida.

This addendum consists of: Post Pre-Bid Meeting Information

- Acceptable Bandwidth: Revise last sentence in section 1.2.2 Signal Coverage and Reliability:
  
  **Replacing:** RF Signal Coverage: Provide detailed planning maps that indicate areas requiring RF signal enhancement (including internal building coverage), detailed maps of the new predicted coverage levels (signal strength and channel capacity) and related systems design review documents. At a minimum, for 802.11ac wireless, the proposed system must deliver a data rate of .5 to 1mb to each person at the stadium’s full capacity (88,548 people).

  **With:** RF Signal Coverage: Provide detailed planning maps that indicate areas requiring RF signal enhancement (including internal building coverage), detailed maps of the new predicted coverage levels (signal strength and channel capacity) and related systems design review documents. Wireless usage continues to grow in venues and the system design should take this into account. At a minimum, for 802.11ac wireless, the proposed system must deliver a data rate of 10MB to each person at the stadium’s full capacity (88,548 people) at a concurrent rate of 60%. Show metrics from other venues on usage and provide guidelines on how the system design will address capacity and usage growth.

- Number of seats per section and percentage of bench seating to chair back seating: See link for info file: See files 17FB_map_single_v1.pdf and BHG Seats by Section 11-28-17.xlsx at link: [https://www.dropbox.com/sh/yqoquxr/ADBW_mc8_7rS52KN2jZ3J4ea?dl=0](https://www.dropbox.com/sh/yqoquxr/ADBW_mc8_7rS52KN2jZ3J4ea?dl=0)

- Expected distance coverage from outside of stadium:
  - West Side: From street (Gale Lemerand Drive) to the Gate Locations
  - South Side: From street (Stadium Road) to the Gate Locations
  - East Side: 75 foot perimeter to the Gate Locations / Stadium
  - North Side: 75 foot perimeter to the Gate Locations / Stadium; generally follow sidewalk areas around Stadium.
Additional Site Visit: An additional site visit is scheduled for **Tuesday December 12th** from 9:00am – 4:00pm. Please pre-register for the site visit by contacting Rob Luetjen rluetjen@ufl.edu by **Tuesday December 5th, 5:00pm**. Please provide the number of folks who will be attending. **Verbal answers to any questions and/or instructions during the walk-thru are non-binding. Only answers/instructions given in writing, in the form of the ITN or addendum shall be considered part of this bid.**

Please be advised, all communications regarding this specific solicitation should be directed through UF Procurement only (Rob Luetjen) and not through any other UF / UAA staff member throughout the bidding process. Any violation of this policy will be grounds for disqualification to respond to this solicitation.

This addendum shall be considered part of the Contract Documents for the above mentioned ITN18RL-111 as though it had been issued at the same time and incorporated integrally therewith. Where provisions of the following supplementary data differ from those of the original document, this addendum shall govern and take precedence. All other terms, conditions, and regulations will apply.

Sincerely,

Rob Luetjen
Procurement Agent III
Procurement Services

Please acknowledge receipt of Addendum #2 by signing below, and returning this addendum with your proposal. Failure to include addendum with your proposal may result in rejection.

Signature

Company Name

Company Address

City/State/Zip
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